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Energy Efficiency Program CostEnergy Efficiency Program Cost 
Recovery

The predominant approach to recovery of 
program costs is through some type of 
periodic rate adjustment established and 
monitored by state regulatory commissions….

National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency
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Energy Efficiency Program CostEnergy Efficiency Program Cost 
Recovery—three main forms

EE program costs recovered as expenses in:
1. Rate cases;
2. EE Surcharges or rate riders, with possibility of 

adjustment outside rate cases;
oror

3.EE program costs recovered via capitalization and p g p
amortization.
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Expensing Program Costs: ProsExpensing Program Costs: Pros

• Expensing is generally consistent with standard utility 
cost accounting and recovery rules.

• Avoids the creation of potentially large regulatory p y g g y
assets and associated carrying costs.

• If rate rider used, generally provides more-or-less 
immediate recovery of costs and reduces recovery risk y y
(may not be true if energy efficiency budgets rise 
quickly).

• The use of balancing accounts outside general rate 
ti l h EEcase ensures more timely recovery when EE program 

costs are variable and prevents significant over- or 
under-recovery from being carried into next rate case.
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Expensing Program Costs: ConsExpensing Program Costs: Cons

• If rate cases are infrequent and EE program costs are 
increasing, can lead to under recovery absent a 
balancing mechanism.

• If rider approach use, can be viewed as single-issue 
ratemaking.

• If annual EE expenditures are large, lump sum p g p
recovery can have measurable short-term impact on 
rates in early years of programs at steady budget 
levels.
S th t i t l• Some may argue that expensing creates unequal 
treatment of demand-side resources compared to 
supply-side resource cost treatment.
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Example: Arizona Public ServiceExample: Arizona Public Service

• A 2004 settlement addresses DSM and cost recovery.
• Allows $10 million each year in base rates for eligible 

dexpenses, and
• Includes an adjustment mechanism for program 

expenses beyond $10 million; the additional amountsexpenses beyond $10 million; the additional amounts 
(an obligation of at least $6 million/year) are to be 
recovered by means of a DSM adjustment 
mechanismmechanism.
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Example: Iowa IOUsExample: Iowa IOUs

• Until 1997 EE costs were tracked in deferred accounts with 
recovery in rate cases via capitalization and amortization. 

• Since then, Iowa IOUs recover EE costs through an automaticSince then, Iowa IOUs recover EE costs through an automatic 
rate pass-through reconciled annually to prevent over- or under-
recovery.

• Program costs allocated to program classes to which programsProgram costs allocated to program classes to which programs 
are directed (low-income and R&D excepted)

• Cost recovery surcharge is recalculated annually based on 
historical collections and expenses and planned budgets.sto ca co ect o s a d e pe ses a d p a ed budgets

• Utilities are required by March 1 of each year to file proposed EE 
costs to be recovered in rates for the 12-month recovery period.
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Example: Florida electric-riderExample: Florida electric rider 
surcharge

• IOUs are allowed to recover prudent and reasonable 
commission-approved expenses through the “Energy 
Conservation Cost Recovery” clause;Conservation Cost Recovery  clause;

• The PSC conducts ECCR proceedings during 
November of each year;
Th PSC d t i ECCR f t t b li d t• The PSC determines an ECCR factor to be applied to 
each customer’s bill during the next calendar year.

• These factors (ECCR) are based on estimates EE 
costs for the next year along with a true-up for any 
actual conservation (EE) cost under- or over-recovery 
fro the previous year.
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Capitalization and Amortization of EECapitalization and Amortization of EE 
Program costs

• Capitalization currently is not a common approach to 
EE program cost recovery.

• With few exceptions, most states use expensing for 
energy efficiency program cost recovery.energy efficiency program cost recovery.
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Capitalization and Amortization: ProsCapitalization and Amortization: Pros

• Places EE investments on more equal footing with 
supply-side investments wrt cost recovery;

• Enables the utility to earn a financial return on 
efficiency investments.

• Smoothes the rate impacts of large swings in annual 
energy efficiency spending.gy y p g
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Capitalization and Amortization: ConsCapitalization and Amortization: Cons

• Treats what is arguably an expense as a capital item.
• Creates a regulatory asset that can grow substantially 

ti i fi i l i kover time; can increase financial risk.
• Delays full recovery and boosts recovery risk
• NET RESULT (of above two points)—can lead to• NET RESULT (of above two points)—can lead to 

increased debt costs, all things being equal, if the 
regulatory asset balances get too high or if the 

d b l t i kunrecovered balances appear at risk.
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Capitalization and Amortization: ConsCapitalization and Amortization: Cons

• If the return on EE investment is intended to provide 
financial incentive to the utility; the incentive is not tied 
to program performanceto program performance.

• Raises the dollar cost of the efficiency programs.Raises the dollar cost of the efficiency programs.



Example: Nevada—electricExample: Nevada electric 
capitalization with ROE bonus

• Mechanism for programs not already in rate base:
• Utility tracks all program costs monthly in separate account;
• Carrying cost equal to 1/12 of utility’s annual rate of return is y g q y

applied to the balance in the account;
• At the time of the next rate case, the balance in the account is 

cleared from the tracking account and moved into utility’s rate 
bbase;

• Commission sets an appropriate amortization period for the 
account balance based on its determination of the life of the 
investmentinvestment.

• The utility applies a rate of return to the unamortized balances 
equal to the authorized rate of return plus 5 percent (e.g., a 
10.0 percent return becomes 10.5 percent)
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Making the “business case” for utilities becomes g
more important with expanding role and 
expectations for energy efficiency programs

• Rates and public benefits fees---only “recover” program costs –
don’t address “lost revenues” (reduced revenues from reduced 
energy sales due to energy efficiency program savings) or 
investment earnings.investment earnings.

• “Decoupling” revenues from energy sales removes disincentive 
for achieving energy savings from programs—a growing number 
of states are doing thisof states are doing this.

• Financial (“shareholder”) incentives can provide positive financial 
earnings on energy efficiency program costs and/or ea gs o e e gy e c e cy p og a costs a d/o
investments—a growing number of states also are doing this.
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Removing a primary disincentive for utility energy g p y y gy
efficiency investments: revenue-sales “decoupling”

• Under traditional rate-base/rate of return regulation, utilities face a 
potentially strong disincentive to reduce sales through successful 
energy efficiency programs.

• The utility retains an incentive to increase sales, even as it seeks 
to successfully implement energy efficiency programs—a clear 
conflict.

• A traditional approach—awarding lost contributions to fixed costs 
from sales lost due to EE, does nothing to remove the incentive 
for a utility to increase sales, nor does it motivate a utility to o a ut ty to c ease sa es, o does t ot ate a ut ty to
reduce sales in ways outside EE programs, such as through 
assisting in distributed generation deployment.
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How Changes in
[Slide courtesy of Wayne Shirley, Regulatory Assistance Project]

How Changes in 
Sales Affect Earnings

Actual ROE% ChangeNet Earnings
Tax 

AdjustedNominal
% Change 

in Sales

Impact on EarningsRevenue Change

14.92%35.64%$13,428,540$3,528,540$5,428,5233.00%
16.23%47.52%$14,604,720$4,704,720$7,238,0314.00%

17.53%59.40%$15,780,900$5,880,900$9,047,5385.00%

12.31%11.88%$11,076,180$1,176,180$1,809,5081.00%

13.61%23.76%$12,252,360$2,352,360$3,619,0152.00%

11.00%0.00%$9,900,000$0$00.00%

7.08%-35.64%$6,371,460-$3,528,540-$5,428,523-3.00%

8.39%-23.76%$7,547,640-$2,352,360-$3,619,015-2.00%

9.69%-11.88%$8,723,820-$1,176,180-$1,809,508-1.00%

164.47%-59.40%$4,019,100-$5,880,900-$9,047,538-5.00%

5.77%-47.52%$5,195,280-$4,704,720-$7,238,031-4.00%



Decoupling BasicsDecoupling Basics

• Basic “decoupling” model is to break the link between 
l (kWh) l d (i t fit )sales (kWh) volumes and revenues (in turn, profits).

• Utility “base” revenue requirement determined with traditional 
rate case (based on cost-of-service).
E h f t i d i ll d i t• Each future period given an allowed revenue requirement—
the objective is that the rev. requirement should roughly track 
what would have been awarded in frequent rate cases.

• Differences between the allowed revenues and actual• Differences between the allowed revenues and actual 
revenues are tracked

• The difference—positive or negative—is flowed back to 
customers in small adjustments to unit rates.j

• The mechanism should be reset every 3-5 years with a new 
cost of service.



Decoupling BasicsDecoupling Basics

• Full or Per-customer adjustment revenue decoupling: Adjusts 
utility revenues for any deviation between expected and actual—
could use revenue/customer as a variation.

• Any significant and predictable driver of costs could be the driver 
of the revenue requirement in future periodsObjective 
indicators, like customer counts, require little process to verify, 
while more subjective indicators, like the capital investment, 
would like require some review before using them to change rates 
to assure no gold-plating, frivolous or unwise projects to be 
i l d dincluded.
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Decoupling BasicsDecoupling Basics

• Various devices to assure a reasonable balance of 
customer and utility interest are available, including 
dead bands earnings caps sharing mechanisms anddead bands, earnings caps, sharing mechanisms and 
others, although simplicity is also a virtue.

• Periodic rate changes would not affect existing rate 
design allocations among customer classes or 
between fixed and variable bill componentsbetween fixed and variable bill components. 



Alternatives to DecouplingAlternatives to Decoupling

• Net Lost Revenue Recovery/adjustments: Adjusts only 
for changes in net revenues from energy efficiency 
investments.

• Straight-fixed variable rate design: Basic design is to 
eliminate all variable distribution charges—recover 
costs through fixed delivery charge; not desirable 
i t h l t i hsince customers have no volumetric charges—

reduced incentive for EE (are designs that would apply 
SFV only to fuel component so that customer retains a 
volumetric charge)volumetric charge) 

• SFV rates would lead to customer charges in the 
$30/month range or more---and mistakes current fixed 
costs for permanent fixed costscosts for permanent fixed costs.



Example: CaliforniaExample: California

• Decoupling only “one small part of a complex regulatory 
framework that includes as many as 17 adjustment mechanisms 
that operate between rate cases.”

• Decoupling is a simple revenue cap, with the allowed distribution 
revenue requirement from the general rate case trued up w/o 
consideration of inflation, customer growth or other factors.

• This is accompanied by use of a future test year, an “attrition” 
case between rate cases that captures inflation and productivity 
adjustments as well as impacts on growth, and

• Annual adjustment of return on equity.
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Example: Oregon NW Natural GasExample: Oregon, NW Natural Gas

• Revenue per customer mechanism for Northwest 
Natural Gas approved in 2002.
I iti ll h i l ll d f 90%• Initially mechanism only allowed recovery of 90% 
margin declines caused by lower sales.

• Evaluation of decoupling mechanism concluded that itEvaluation of decoupling mechanism concluded that it 
was responsible for upgrading of NWNG bond rating 
so Commission changed mechanism to allow 100% 
recoveryrecovery
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Example: Maryland BG&EExample: Maryland, BG&E

• Full decoupling for residential and general service 
natural gas customers:

Simple revenue per customer mechanism• Simple revenue per customer mechanism,
• Based on rate case test year requirement,
• RPC is expressed as a function of average customer use per 

month,
• Revenue adjustments are made monthly, 
• Any difference between actual and average use per month is 

reconciled in a future month
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Example: Maryland PEPCoExample: Maryland, PEPCo

• In 2007 the MD PSC approved PEPCo’s “Bill 
Stabilization Adjustment Rider”---a full decoupling, 
revenue per customer mechanismrevenue per customer mechanism.

• Adjustments are made monthly, capped at 10%, with 
any excess carried over to a future period.y p

• In recognition of reduced risk, the PSC lowered the 
otherwise allowed return on equity by 50 basis points.
MD PSC l h d i il h i f• MD PSC also has approved similar mechanism for 
Delmarva Power
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Why incentives for utility shareholders forWhy incentives for utility shareholders for 
energy efficiency programs?

• How would the regulatory process implement a system 
where energy efficiency is the top resource investment 
priority?priority?

• How do energy efficiency staff within a company get 
the management support and associated resources to g pp
meet goals?

• How can public interest objectives be reliability 
translated into the choices made by programtranslated into the choices made by program 
administrators?



Financial incentive mechanisms:Financial incentive mechanisms: 
Four principal models being applied

• Performance targetsPerformance targets
• Cost capitalization
• Shared savings (or “net benefits”)Shared savings (or net benefits )
• Payment for Avoided Power Plant

[Note: The following slides are adapted with permission from 
Wayne Shirley, Regulatory Assistance Project. See 
htt // li f dditi l f fi i lhttp://www.raponline.org for additional references on financial 
incentives and decoupling]
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Performance Targets: Basic modelPerformance Targets: Basic model

• Some type of performance target is established by regulators for 
utility energy efficiency programs---typically a savings targetutility energy efficiency programs typically a savings target 
(saved energy).

• An incentive is provided that rewards the utility a percentage of• An incentive is provided that rewards the utility a percentage of 
total program costs for meeting performance targets---essentially 
a “bonus” on top of cost recovery.

• Targets can focus on performance of a sampling of programs, not 
just the overall result, with a reward attached to each target, or 
can be associated with particular achievements associated withcan be associated with particular achievements associated with 
the public interest. 
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Performance incentives: ExamplesPerformance incentives: Examples

Massachusetts: 
Companies can earn ~5% 
of program costs if savings 

Cost Bonus 
(% of Actual 

Program 
Costs)

Achieves > 
X% reduction 
in annual retail 

lgoals are met.

Connecticut: Companies

Costs)

Achieves 
< X% 

sales

Connecticut: Companies 
can earn from 1-8% of 
program costs based on 
percentage of savings 

Actual 
Program 

Costs

reduction 
in annual 

retail sales

targets achieved (1% for 
70% of goals; 5% for 
100% and 8 % for 130%)

Costs
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Cost Capitalization: basic modelCost Capitalization: basic model

• Utility is able to “capitalize” (or “ratebase”) energy 
efficiency program costs—similar to investments in 
supply side assets (e g generation)supply-side assets (e.g., generation).

• The energy efficiency investment is typically amortized 
over the average lifetime of the energy efficiency g gy y
measures.

• Utility earns a return on the un-depreciated energy 
efficiency asset often with a “kicker” (bonus) to itsefficiency asset, often with a kicker  (bonus) to its 
authorized return on equity (for other capital 
investments)
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Cost Capitalization: exampleCost Capitalization: example

Nevada: 5% 
additional return on 
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Shared Savings (or “Net Benefits”): basicShared Savings (or Net Benefits ): basic 
model

• Utility retains a percentage of the “net resource 
benefits” achieved by the total energy efficiency 
portfolio (all customer programs offered by theportfolio (all customer programs offered by the 
utility)—determined by ex post evaluation

I ti l l ti d t hi t f i• Incentive level tied to achievement of energy savings 
goals or specified level of net benefits.

• Benefits are typically defined as avoided costs of 
energy, capacity, transmission & distribution and 
environmental benefits (in some cases).
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Shared Savings Incentives: ExamplesShared Savings Incentives: Examples

California: Companies can 
earn 9% of net benefits for 
meeting 85-99% of savings 
goals; 12% if they meet or

California EE 
Incentive 
Mechanism

goals; 12% if they meet or 
exceed savings goals, 
subject to an earnings cap

Minnesota: Companies can 
earn an incentive based on 
% of net benefits—a sliding 
scale calibrated so that up 
to 30% of program budget 
as incentive at 150% of 
savings goal

34

savings goal.
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Avoided Power Plant Proposal p

• Regulators establish a mechanism that values demand-side 
management savings (energy and capacity) at a set percentage 
of generation costs (Duke Energy has proposed this at 90% in 
North Carolina).

• Avoided investment in energy and capacity is amortized over 
lifetime of the energy efficiency measures.

• Utility is able to charge customers a return on the un-depreciated 
avoided “investment”

• This mechanism covers program costs, any net lost revenue, and s ec a s co e s p og a costs, a y et ost e e ue, a d
traditional incentive payment. 
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Save-a-Watt: ExampleSave a Watt: Example

Proposed in North Carolina as shown below (90% of avoided costs); 
much modified version recently enacted in Ohio more of a sharedmuch modified version recently enacted in Ohio—more of a shared 
savings model now—10% incentive for meeting 65% savings 
targets.

Cost 
(¢/kWh)

90% of AC
Loss

Cost 
(¢/kWh)

90% of AC
Loss

Profit

Program CostsNet Lost Revenue
Profit

Program CostsNet Lost Revenue

Prog

2¢

Prog

2¢
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Importance of these new business modelsImportance of these new business models

• While quantifiable, financial impacts are clearly 
important. However, the greater value may be more 
qualitative in getting utility upper management’s fullqualitative in getting utility upper management s full 
support for energy efficiency programs.

• Beyond upper management support, the absolute and 
relative magnitudes of financial impacts will grow as 
utilities are either required or otherwise seek greaterutilities are either required or otherwise seek greater 
and greater savings driven by both economic and 
environmental objectives.
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Incentive structures and successful energyIncentive structures and successful energy 
efficiency: correlation

• Research by ACEEE on states with the greatest 
funding levels and program energy savings shows that 
of the top 12 with utility programs:of the top 12 with utility programs:
• 8 have some type of financial incentive structure in 

place, andp
• 2 have decoupling in place or pending

• Numerous states are considering or moving towards 
enactment of decoupling and/or financial incentive 
structures
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ConclusionsConclusions

• Aligning utility financial interests with society’s interest 
in energy savings through efficiency requires 
enactment of specific policies to remove disincentives 
(“d li ”) d id d t(“decoupling”) and provide rewards or returns on 
investments comparable to other utility business 
activities.

• There are a growing number of examples in the US of 
utilities that have large, successful energy efficiency 
programs efforts that are supported by enactment ofprograms---efforts that are supported by enactment of 
decoupling and/or financial incentives for these 
successful efforts.
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ConclusionsConclusions

An objective of any state government is to offer 
consistent policy to the public. Finding the right 
balance of these regulatory reforms will promotebalance of these regulatory reforms will promote 
strategies consistent with the overall objective of 
supporting energy efficiency.


